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Abstract

Data is the most important factor in building a smart city. City data is composed

of many data islands, such as transportation, industry, and residents. In order to

build a smart city, breaking data islands, achieving trusted and collaborative

sharing of data, while protecting data privacy are essential. As a distributed

ledger, the blockchain can solve the problem of data trust. Federated learning

achieves data privacy protection by sharing model parameters instead of original

data. However, it still has some problems such as malicious nodes and differential

attacks. This paper proposes a data sharing mechanism that combines blockchain

and federated learning over smart city. Firstly, the blockchain is combined to

ensure the credibility of the performance information of the work nodes, then the

work node selection algorithm is designed, and a consensus incentive mechanism

IPoQ is proposed for efficient federated learning tasks. Finally, differential privacy

technology is introduced to resist differential attack. Experimental results show

that the methods proposed in this paper achieves an effective federated learning

data sharing mechanism.

Keywords: Federated learning; Blockchain; Smart city; Data sharing; Privacy

protection

1 Introduction

The key to building a smart city is to use big data analysis technology to realize the

collaborative sharing of various data. Make intelligent decisions based on city data

such as transportation, parks, factories, and residents’ lives, etc. The problem that

needs to be solved is how to ensure the trust of multiple parties and the privacy

protection in the process of data sharing [1, 2, 3].

The federated learning method proposed by Google can precisely solve the curren-

t privacy security problems after data aggregation. Federated learning means that

each terminal device retains its own data and does not share with each other. A

central server or an alliance community publishes an initial model. Each device uses

its own data to train the model, and then share model parameters. A central server

transfers these local models. The model parameters are aggregated into a new global

model, and this process is repeated until the model reaches the iterative convergence

requirements.This training method changes data sharing to model parameter shar-

ing, which solves the problem of privacy security [4, 5], helps industrial Internet and

Internet of Things data security sharing, and accelerates the progress of data shar-

ing collaboration [6].However, the purpose of model training is to provide users with

not bad service under the conditions of ensuring user privacy and security (which

can be simply understood as undiminished accuracy and non-increased response
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delay).Therefore, there are still the following urgent problems to be solved in feder-

ated learning. First, how to choose good work nodes, which have a positive impact

on model training.The second is that the amount of data held by each worker node

is different, and the work nodes with a large amount of data work together with

those who have a small amount of data, but contribute more. Then an incentive

method is needed to improve the initiative of the work nodes who contribuye more

[7].The third is that federated learning is a problem of multi-party participation.

There is a malicious or untrusted party interfering with federated learning. In order

to ensure credible collaborative work of multiple parties, blockchain technology can

be incorporated into it [8]. In order to solve the above related problems and better

protect user privacy, we combined blockchain technology and differential privacy

technology into federated learning [9, 10]. Blockchain network can ensure the safe

and trusted storage of local model and historical work records of work nodes, and

provide corresponding rewards. At the same time, differential privacy technology

adds some disturbances to the model to better protect user privacy.

Based on the above problems, we have proposed a data security sharing mechanis-

m based on blockchain and federated learning. In this paper we made the following

contributions:

(1) Combining blockchain technology and federated learning technology, build a

data security sharing model over smart city, and design basic data sharing processes.

(2) To achieve reliable federated learning, design a kind of work nodes selection

algorithm based on historical performance and data network transmission quality.

(3) Modify the consensus method of the blockchain and design an incentive mech-

anism consensus algorithm based on model training quality, which can achieve the

purpose of encouraging excellent work nodes to work and simplify the consensus

process to reduce resource consumption and time delay.

(4) With the goal of balancing data security and model practicality, combine the

differential privacy algorithm implemented by Laplace mechanism with federated

learning.

2 Related work

Federated learning is proposed to solve the problem of user privacy leakage in ma-

chine learning tasks, and it has attracted much attention in academic and industry.

Google first proposed the concept of federated learning and applied it to the virtual

keyboard application of smartphones [11].The author in [6] combined the blockchain

technology with federated learning to solve the trust problem of multi-party par-

ticipation, ensure data sharing and collaboration, and specifically analyzed its role

in the Industrial Internet of Things. The author in [7] proposed an incentive mech-

anism combined with contract theory to encourage work nodes to work actively to

ensure reliable federated learning.In [8], the author proposed a blockchain federat-

ed learning architecture, and analyzed its end-to-end delay, optimized the training

speed of each iteration model, and from the three aspects of information exchange,

calculation and consensus to optimize the block generation rate. At the same time,

in order to better protect user privacy and prevent differential attacks, it is also

necessary to integrate differential privacy technology into blockchain-based federat-

ed learning. [9] elaborated on the definition and background of differential privacy,
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and proposed an individual differential privacy method to improve differential pri-

vacy and improve data usability. In [12], the weights are considered according to

each customer’s local learning accuracy and participation frequency, and two key

performance indicators are selected, namely learning speed and standard deviation

to optimize the federated learning task. [13] mainly analyzes and optimizes the

uncertainties of the federated learning task in the wireless channel and the hetero-

geneous power constraints of local mobile devices and the difference in local data

size. The authors in [14] used a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm to optimize

the structure of the neural network model in federated learning to simultaneously

minimize communication costs and global model test errors. The scalable method

used to encode network connectivity is suitable for federated learning to enhance

the efficiency of evolving deep neural networks. Significantly reduce communication

costs, and improve the learning performance of federated learning.

The predecessors have done a lot of work in this field to optimize the use of fed-

erated learning algorithms in practice. Our main work is to propose a data sharing

mechanism over smart city based on blockchain and federated learning, in which a

reliable work nodes selection algorithm is designed, and based on the PoQ (Proof of

training Quality) consensus algorithm proposed in [6], the incentive mechanism and

a slight modification are added to it to propose a consensus incentive mechanism

IPoQ (Incentive in Proof of model Quality), while applying differential privacy tech-

nology to model interaction. Finally, we described the entire data sharing process

in detail.

3 Architecture of system model

Data is one of the most important resources in the information age. The sharing of

data not only enables better development of science and technology, but also enables

more intelligent applications suitable for different scenarios. But the problem is that

data sharing and data protection seem to be difficult to guarantee at the same time.

If data is to be shared, data security is easily threatened; and if data is to be strictly

protected, it is difficult to break the information islands.

The traditional data sharing model uploads the raw data to the central server,

and then this central server uses these data for model training, and finally provides

better services. However, there is a big security problem in this way. First, each

user uploads his data, which is tantamount to exposing his privacy. Second, once

the central server is attacked, there is a risk of information leakage and service

paralysis [15]. In response to these problems, we propose a data security sharing

mechanism based on blockchain and federated learning, as shown in Fig. 1. Its

feature is that it builds a credible and safe data sharing environment to realize the

construction of a smart city under the premise of protecting data privacy.

As shown in Fig. 1, the bottom layer is a component of a smart city, including

industrial park, smart transportation, smart home and automated factory. They

train their local data locally to form a local model, and save the relevant data in

the upper blockchain network. At the same time, they also get the aggregated global

model from the blockchain layer.

The blockchain layer is composed of base stations connected to various parts of the

smart city and communicates through these base stations. It has the characteristics
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Figure 1 Blockchain and federated learning based data sharing model over smart city

of decentralization, immutability and traceability, which guarantees the credibility

of data storage and the stability and reliability of the system. Using the smart

contract technology in the blockchain, we can easily select reliable work nodes based

on the historical performance of nodes stored in the chain, and reward them based

on their work performance (the quality of the trained model), while solving the

problem of mutual trust in the process of multi-party collaborative training [12].

On the other hand, some parks or communities in the city can form a trusted alliance

as a sub-chain of the blockchain platform layer under the federated learning task

to communicate with it to reduce performance problems caused by communication

delays.

The top-level layer is federated learning layer. Each department publishes tasks

according to its own needs, and organizes the entire federated learning task through

the blockchain layer. At the same time, each department can set its own incentive

price to obtain the maximum benefit.

4 Detailed design of system model

In this section, we mainly elaborate the design details of the proposed data sharing

mechanism based on blockchain and federated learning. This paper introduces the

work node selection algorithm based on historical performance and data network

transmission quality, incentive mechanism based on consensus mechanism modifica-

tion, and differential privacy technology implemented by Laplace mechanism which

balances data privacy and model practicability. Finally, the whole data sharing

process is introduced in detail

4.1 Reliable work nodes selection

In order to train a better model during the federated learning process, it is neces-

sary to select reliable and efficient work nodes [7]. The performance of these nodes
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is to use more local data and more resources for model training, making the global

model accuracy rate higher.In our proposed model, the historical work performance

of each work node is recorded in the blockchain network, as shown in block content

in Fig.1, the block stores the work performance of each work node, local model and

final global model. In the process of selecting reliable work nodes, we make a com-

prehensive score based on the previous work performance stored in the blockchain

and their network quality at the time. The parameter n must be determined first,

which means that the latest n performances of each work node. Then determine

the score weights wi corresponding to the n times of work performance respectively.

Considering that the most recent work performance is more representative of the

current working state of the work node, the weights will decay with time, and the

recent work performance will have a higher score weight.

We use Rj to represent the overall work performance score of the j-th work node,

then has the following formula:

Rj =
n
∑

i=1

wiri (1)

Where ri represents the i-th job performance of the worker node stored in the

blockchain, and
∑n

i=1
wi = 1.

Each performance of the work node stored in the blockchain is determined by the

amount of data trained by the node, the computing resources contributed, and the

accuracy of each local model. Using Di, Ci, and Ai to represent the amount of data

contributed, the calculation resource and the accuracy of local model training by

the work node at the i-th job, then ri can be expressed as the following formula:

ri = αDi + βCi + χAi (2)

where α+ β + χ = 1.

In order to ensure the correct selection of reliable work nodes, the amount of data

contributed should be valid data related to the task or beneficial to task training.

The computing resources are subject to the CPU and GPU resources contributed

by the work nodes. The accuracy of the local model is the arithmetic average of the

accuracy of each local training during the training iteration of the work nodes.

When choosing a reliable working node, the quality of its data transmission net-

work is also the focus of consideration. First, we evaluate the packet loss rate during

data transmission, and use the packet loss rate to estimate the next possible packet

loss.

Ploss =
1

m+ 1
(3)

where m is the number of data packets that have successfully assaulted during the

period from the last packet loss to the current packet loss. Due to the complex

uncertainty in the heterogeneous network, the loss rate measured only with the

current data packet loss is not accurate enough and has large jitter. To prevent
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this, the weighted average of the current and past packet loss rates can be used to

smooth the value to better predict the future packet loss rate.

Ploss = δPlast + (1− δ)Pcurrent (4)

When δ is closer to 1, Ploss is more affected by the past value. Conversely, the

closer δ is to 0, it means that the past value has less influence on Ploss, which is

mainly determined by the current value. Therefore, in order to better predict the

future packet loss rate and evaluate the network transmission quality, the parameter

δ need to be carefully considered.

Finally, we express the data transmission network quality Q of the work node as

follows:

Q =







1

rtt

⌊

1

Ploss
− 1

⌋

,
⌊

1

Ploss
− 1

⌋

≤ l

l
rtt

,
⌊

1

Ploss
− 1

⌋

> l
(5)

where rtt is the round trip time and l is the size of sliding window of TCP [16].

Then, we set a threshold. When Q is greater than this threshold, we consider that

the network transmission quality of the work node meets the requirements.

After calculating the performance score of each working node, sort them in de-

scending order according to the Rj value, and then select the top k nodes with

reliable network status as the work nodes participating in the task according to the

current network quality of each work node. It will be recorded in the blockchain as

the basis for the next selection.

4.2 Incentive in proof of model quality

In order to ensure reliable federated learning, it is necessary for us to give corre-

sponding rewards to the work nodes who perform well in the task training process

to motivate them to work better in the future and participate more actively in

the federated learning tasks [8]. Therefore, we have designed a consensus incentive

mechanism in the context of the alliance chain-Incentive in Proof of model Quality

(IPoQ), which applies the incentive mechanism to the consensus of the blockchain.

This design has two advantages:

(1) Implemented an incentive mechanism in federated learning, allowing hard-

working nodes to receive corresponding rewards, encouraging the work nodes to

actively participate in federated learning tasks, and strive to do their best.

(2) Simplify the consensus mechanism of the blockchain. The original blockchain’s

proof-of-work (PoW) consensus mechanism makes the calculation of the consensus

process and the cost of communication resources consume too much. IPoQ effec-

tively simplifies the consensus process and makes the blockchain’s resources to be

used more efficiently.

When start a new federated learning task, according to the above-mentioned

method of work nodes selection, select k reliable work nodes. We call these K work

nodes the consensus alliance of this federated learning task. They are responsible

for achieving the consensus process of final bookkeeping and rewards.
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The purpose of the federated learning task is that when a new task is released

into the blockchain, the selected work nodes jointly train a global model M. We can

choose various machine learning algorithms for training, such as LG, GBDT, SVM

and some deep learning methods.

After determining the model, each work node uses its own local data and re-

sources to train the local model. In order to evaluate the quality of the model, the

classification task can adopt Accuracy, Precision, Recall, the harmonic average of

accuracy and recall (F1-score); the regression task can take Root Mean Square Er-

ror (RMSE), Relative Squared Error (RSE), Mean Absolute Error (MAE), Relative

Absolute Error (RAE) and other methods. We use the average absolute error to

evaluate the model:

MAE(Mi) =
1

Ntask

Ntask
∑

i=1

|yi −Mi(xi)| (6)

In the above formula, (xi, yi) is the test data provided by the task publisher, Mi(xi)

is the result predicted by the model, and Ntask is the number of test data provided

by the task publisher. The lower the MAE, the higher the prediction accuracy of

the model.

The final MAE of each working node is expressed by the following formula:

MAE(Wi) =
1

Niter

Niter
∑

i=1

MAE(Mi) (7)

where Niter indicates the number of iterations.

The consensus and incentive process is as follows:

(1) The consensus alliance (reliable work nodes selected by the work node selection

method to participate in this federated learning task) calculates the MAE of each

work node based on the transaction information of the previous local model, and

then combining formulas (6) and (7).

(2) According to the MAE of each work node, the corresponding reward is given

to each node, which is formulated by the task issuer, and the smaller the MAE, the

greater the reward.

(3) The work node with the smallest MAE value is also selected as the master

node, responsible for implementing the consensus process of the blockchain, pack-

aging all the recorded information into a block, and broadcasting the block to other

nodes in the blockchain. After the work node in the consensus alliance verifies that

the block information is correct, the block information is recorded in the blockchain.

We consider a simple reward distribution mechanism. First, if the MAE value

of a working node participating in a task is large and not within the acceptable

range, then it will be removed from the reward list, and even punitive measures

can be taken. Then distribute the rewards to the working nodes in the reward list

according to the following formula:

SWi
= S

MAEre(Wi)
∑lreward

i=1
MAEre(Wi)

(8)
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MAEre(Wi) =
1

MAE(Wi)
(9)

where SWi
is the reward assigned to the i-th work node, S is the reward value

provided by the task publisher and lreward is the length of the reward list.

4.3 Differential privacy

In order to protect the user’s privacy security, and better carry out the federated

learning task, we use the locally uploaded trained model results instead of the

original data. This method greatly protects the privacy of users, but there is still the

danger of differential attacks. Some attackers can steal the user’s private information

to a certain extent by deducing the results. Therefore, in the process of federated

learning, we combined the differential privacy algorithm to process the local model

to prevent illegal attackers from stealing user privacy data [10, 17].

Differential privacy technology has received great attention in both academia and

industry. It has been used in Apple’s IOS system and Google’s chrom browser to

protect user privacy [11].

Definition of differential privacy: given two data sets D1 and D2 that differ by

at most one piece of data, select an algorithm A and let Result(A) be the output

results of A. If algorithm A has the output result O on D1 and D2 (O ∈ Result(A))

that meets the following inequality:

P (A(D1) = O) ≤ eε ∗ P (A(D2) = O) (10)

which is said that algorithm A satisfies the differential privacy with parameter ε

[6].

There are two mechanisms to achieve differential privacy, one is the Laplace mech-

anism and the other is the exponential mechanism. The Laplace mechanism is often

used in the mechanism of numerical output. Exponential mechanism is often used

for non-numerical output mechanisms (meaningless functions after adding numeri-

cal noise).

We use the Laplace mechanism to achieve differential privacy, that is, add the

Laplace noise to the original model to obtain a new model for data exchange. So

the new model is:

M∆ = M + Laplace(
s

ε
) (11)

where s is the sensitivity of the Laplace mechanism, that is defined as follows:

s = maxD1,D2 |M(D1)−M(D2)| (12)

Laplace( s
ε
) is Laplace noise (a random value that satisfies the Laplace distribu-

tion). The probability density function of this division is expressed as follow:

f(x|µ, b) =
1

2b
e−

|x−µ|
b (13)
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The probability cumulative function of the distribution from the probability density

function is as follow:

F (x|µ, b) =

{

1

2
e−

µ−x
b , x < µ

1− 1

2
e−

x−µ
b , x ≥ µ

(14)

where µ is Expectation and 2b2 is the variance. After each working node has trained

the local model locally, the local model parameters are subjected to differential

privacy protection measures implemented by the Laplacian mechanism (that is,

Laplacian noise is added to the model parameters). We share the new model M∆

with the blockchain layer who aggregates all uploaded local models into a global

model and distribute it to all working nodes.

The smaller the parameter ε, the higher the degree of privacy confidentiality, but

the data availability will be reduced, so in order to balance the protection of data

privacy and the availability of the model, the appropriate ε should be selected.

4.4 Data sharing process

Based on the data sharing mechanism of blockchain and federated learning, ag-

gregation is achieved by transferring locally trained models instead of sharing local

original data, which protects user privacy to a certain extent. The storage of relevant

data in the blockchain ensures the trusted environment of multi-party participation

while protecting privacy [18]. Fig. 2 is the basic process of data sharing based on

blockchain and federated learning.

In order to better achieve federated learning and protect user privacy, we have

designed the work nodes selection algorithm, an incentive mechanism, and integrat-

ed differential privacy technology into it. The detail of data sharing process is as

follows:

(1) Those in need can apply to join the data sharing mechanism to become a

task publisher. The task publisher publishs a federated learning task through the

blockchain platform. The task can be varied according to requirements, such as

voice recognition, face recognition, fault detection, behavior tracking, etc. The task

publisher also gives rewards for motivating working nodes in the learning task.

(2) When a new task arrives, the blockchain platform retrieves the information in

the blockchain. If the task has been processed before, there are two ways to deal with

it. One is to use the previous global model as the initial model of the federated task,

and then perform federated training. The other is that it can directly return the

previous global model as the final result. If it is a new task, a specific initialization

method is used to obtain the initial model.

(3) With our designed work nodes selection algorithm, according to the previous

work performance of each working node (records stored in the blockchain) and the

data network transmission quality at the time, reliable working nodes are selected

to participate in the federated learning task.

(4) The selected working nodes perform federated learning tasks and iteratively

train local models. Then select the appropriate parameters ε, and on the premise

of not affecting the practicality of the model, use differential privacy technology

to aggregate and share local models through the blockchain platform to achieve

iterative training of the global model.
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(5) According to the performance of the local model training of each node, the

consensus incentive mechanism-IPoQ that we designed is used to reward the con-

tribution of each work node in this task accordingly. The specific reward value ob-

tained by each working node is determined by the reward distribution mechanism

we designed.

(6) The working node with the smallest MAE value is selected as the master

node, responsible for packaging relevant information into blocks and broadcasting

to other nodes for verification, and finally recording in the blockchain to complete

the consensus process. These information serves as the basis for the next federated

learning task.

(7) After many iterations of training, a global model that meets the requirements

is obtained. Then blockchain platform returns the final global model of federated

learning training to the task publisher. Finally, in order to better optimize the

federated learning mechanism, feedback will be obtained from the task publisher

after each task, mainly in terms of model training time and accuracy.

Figure 2 Basic process of data sharing based on blockchain and federated learning

5 Experments

In this section, we mainly do some numerical experiments to verify the effectiveness

of some of the methods we propose.

We use the public data set MNIST, which contains 60,000 training sets and 10,000

test sets. Each picture in the dataset consists of 28 x 28 pixels, and each pixel is
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represented by a gray value. We expand the 28 x 28 pixels into a one-dimensional

row vector. These row vectors are the rows in the picture array (784 values per

row represent a picture). We use a simple neural network built by keras for model

training and prediction, and divide the MNIST data set into small data sets of

different sizes as local data of each work node.

Figure 3 Accuracy for different methods with different iterations

Fig. 3 shows the difference in accuracy between the proposed method and the

traditional method at different iteration times. It can be seen from the experimental

data that under different iterations, the accuracy of the non-federated learning

methods in the data set is the highest, and compared with the traditional federated

learning methods, the accuracy rate will be reduced. However, the accuracy of the

work nodes selection algorithm designed by us has improved. In order to better

protect user privacy and prevent differential attacks, after combining differential

privacy technology, the accuracy rate has slightly decreased, but after the number

of iterations has increased, the decline rate relative to the traditional federated

learning method is within an acceptable range. It can be concluded from this that

the method we designed still has a higher accuracy rate while better protecting user

privacy.

Fig. 4 shows the effect of different differential privacy parameters on the accuracy

of the federated learning method we designed on the test set. In order to better

protect user privacy, ε should be as small as possible, but it can be seen that the

smaller the ε, the lower the accuracy will be, and the greater the decline. Con-

versely, when ε becomes larger, the accuracy rate increases, and eventually tends to

a constant value (that is, when ε infinity, the differential privacy technology fails,

and the model effect is the same as that without differential privacy protection).

Therefore, we can think that in order to achieve the goal of balancing data security
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Figure 4 Impact of differential privacy parament ε for our method

and model practicality, appropriate parameters ε should be selected. From our ex-

perimental results, we can choose the value of the inflection point as a parameter,

in our experiment ε should take a value of about 1.0.

Fig. 5 shows the effect of different training epochs on the accuracy of federated

learning when the value of differential privacy parameter ε is 1.0. It can be seen

that when considering the balance between model privacy and model usability, the

value of ε is 1.0. The number of model training epochss is 500, the accuracy rate

may reach the maximum. When epoch is equal to 1000, the model overfits and the

accuracy rate drops.

Figure 5 Accuracy of different epoch when ε = 1.0

Fig. 6 shows the effect of different training batch sizes on the accuracy of federated

learning when the value of differential privacy parameter ε is 1.0. At this time, the
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epoch is set to 100 in order to get the experimental results faster. When the batch

size is smaller, the accuracy is higher, but it increases the training time.

Figure 6 Accuracy of different batch size when ε = 1.0

6 Results and Discussion

The construction of a virtual city based on informatization—smart city is in full

swing and has become a standard feature in almost every city. Its large industry,

far-reaching influence, and complex construction have become the common concern

of all industries around the world.How to solve a large amount of smart city data

sharing, the repeated construction of smart city systems, and how to provide more

secure data to city enterprises are all problems that smart city construction has to

face. In addition to helping to break information islands, federated learning is also

of great benefit in ensuring data security. Therefore, federated learning will become

an indispensable necessity in the development of smart cities in the future.

In this paper, we propose a data security sharing mechanism based on blockchain

and federated learning over smart city. In response to the shortcomings of the o-

riginal method, we designed the work nodes selection algorithm to enhance the

effectiveness of the federated learning task, and designed a consensus incentive

mechanism to encourage the work node to more actively participate in the task,

and combined with differential privacy technology, it is a good balance between pri-

vacy security and the practicality of the model. The numerical experiment results

also verify the superiority and feasibility of the method we designed to a certain

extent.

In the future, we will also consider issues related to the specific practice of fed-

erated learning to build smart cities, such as better combining federated learning

with the cloud, combine work node selection and incentive mechanism with deep

reinforcement learning [19] and improving the efficiency of federated learning when

the actual data scale is increasing.
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Abbreviation

PoQ:Proof of training Quality

IPoQ:Incentive in Proof of model Quality

PoW:proof-of-work

LG:Logistic Regression

GBDT:Gradient Boosting Decision Tree

SVM:Support Vector Machine
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Figures

Figure 1 Blockchain and federated learning based data sharing model over smart city. The
overall architecture and scenario of the model

Figure 2 Basic process of data sharing based on blockchain and federated learning. Describe
the workflow of the proposed method in the application scenario.

Figure 3 Accuracy for different methods with different iterations. Experimental results 1.

Figure 4 Impact of differential privacy parament ε for our method. Experimental results 2.

Figure 5 Accuracy of different epoch when ε = 1.0. Experimental results 3.

Figure 6 Accuracy of different batch size when ε = 1.0. Experimental results 4.
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